
Dear Parents, 

“Save your ward from 3 "Ms" (i.e.) Mobile, Motorbike and Money in excess.” 

Today we find tremendous change in the behaviour of children due to over exposure of everything. As they are 

not mature enough to differentiate between what is healthy and what is unhealthy for them so they are attracted 

towards all kind of illusory material which is distracting them from studies resulting into poor academic 

performance. It is the right time when the parents must wakeup and keep strict vigilance on - how, when 

and where their wards are going & coming; what they are doing. Keep on checking their sleeping hours, 

eating habits and outside friend circle. Also notice carefully what kind of changes you see in their social & 

emotional behaviour. 

Check everyday the books and note books of your ward. If you find unchecked, untidy & less work in the note 

books, immediately contact the Principal to know the reason. It has been brought to our notice that some 

children miss the school and remain at home stating that there will be no studies today or no work is being done 

in the school therefore they will stay at home and study. Please see your child should not miss the school as 

nothing such happens as they state. As parents you should not miss any PTM and try your best to meet the 

teachers regularly so that you can come to know how your child is overall performing. Merely giving money, 

mobile & motor bike is not going to help your ward to perform well in life. Your ward needs your precious 

time, keen watch & check on him/her. 

Kindly give your wards the permissible vehicles only with the appropriate documents as per the traffic rules. 

You must guide them to follow strictly the traffic rules. 

If your ward has been given a facility of internet by you, please permit them to access the internet in your 

presence. They must not have their Facebook, Instagram, What's App, Snap Chat or Tik-Tok accounts etc. 

because they waste their lot of time in useless chatting and uploading all kinds of photographs & videos. Too 

much use of such Social Apps may make them addict to it which is not good for them. It will affect their 

constructive & creative thinking. It is better to buy your children good healthy literature books to read than a 

mobile phone or internet connection. Be sure that they should delete their all Social Apps today only in your 

presence. 

School is not encouraging the Pvt. Tuitions at all. You can bring your ward to school on every Second and 

Fourth Saturday between 11:00 a.m. and 01:00 p.m. to get their academic problems solved by their 

subject teachers. If you are sending your ward outside for any of the evening Tuition, keep a strict watch on 

your child and keep on enquiring of the tutor about the progress of your ward. It has become very essential for 

all of us to guide our innocent children and save them from all kind of illusions. 

Keep on checking randomly the bag of your ward. They should not carry any objectionable articles such as 

knife, razor, blades or cutters etc. nor should they bring expensive articles to gift someone. Your little more 

efforts and care can help your child to do much better in life. 


